MATCH SCHEDULE
FIFA WOMEN'S WORLD CUP FRANCE 2019™
7 June - 7 July

GROUP A
1A. France
2A. Korea
3A. Norway
2B. Nigeria

GROUP B
1B. Germany
2B. China
3B. Spain
2C. Russia
1C. Norway
2C. Australia
3C. Brazil

GROUP C
1C. Australia
2C. Brazil
3C. Jamaica
2D. France
1D. Korea
2D. Italy
3D. Brazil

GROUP D
1D. Italy
2D. Brazil
3D. Jamaica
2E. France
1E. Korea
2E. Italy
3E. Brazil

GROUP E
1E. England
2E. Scotland
3E. Japan
2F. Denmark
1F. Australia
2F. Argentina
3F. Nigeria

GROUP F
1F. England
2F. Scotland
3F. Japan
2G. Denmark
1G. Australia
2G. Argentina
3G. Nigeria

ROUND OF 16
Saturday 22 June / 15:30 - Rennes
1A. France vs. 2A. Korea
Saturday 22 June / 21:00 - Nice
1B. Germany vs. 2B. China
Monday 24 June / 18:00 - Rennes
1D. Italy vs. 2D. Brazil

QUARTER-FINALS
Thursday 27 June / 21:00 - Le Havre
W37 vs. W39
Friday 28 June / 21:00 - Paris
W46 vs. W48
 Saturday 29 June / 16:30 - Valenciennes
W45 vs. W44
 Saturday 29 June / 16:30 - Rennes
W38 vs. W42

SEMI-FINALS
Tuesday 2 July / 21:00 - Lyon
W45 vs. W46
Wednesday 3 July / 21:00 - Lyon
W47 vs. W48

3rd PLACE
Saturday 6 July / 17:00 - Nice

FINAL
Sunday 7 July / 19:00 - Lyon

#FIFAWWC
DARE TO SHINE™